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Abstract. In this paper. the Arabic lexicon has been investigated in the context ofrelationaJ database theory. A 
feature analysis of lexical entities has been carried out which shows that lexical attributes can be classified into 
five categories comprising nineteen attributes, including ronn attributes, morphological attributes, functional 
attributes, meaning attributes, and referential attributes. Based on this analysis, eleven database relations have 
been identified which form the backbone of an Arabic lexical database, including: words, roots, forms, 
infinitives, verbs, nouns, plurals, particles, meanings, lexical functions, and cross-references. The design ideas 
discussed in this paper were tested using a sample of lexical items selected from a modem printed dictionary. 
The results of developing an experimental lexical database indicate that the relational approach provides an 
efficient method for storing and retrieving Arabic lexical information. It should be mentioned, however, that 
several problems were encountered when the printed data was translated into a database form. Some of these 
problems are inherent in the Arabic lexicon itself, while others are due to the way by which lexical information 
is presented by paper-based dictionaries. 

1_ Background 

Language is composed of three basic components: phonetic, lexical, and syntactic. But 
they are not independent; one component is with little use without the other two [I]. 
Hence, there is an intimate connection between the general rules incorporated into a 
grammar (or NLP system) and the nature of entries in the lexicon, The lexicon provides 
the information not predictable from the rules. Such information feeds the rules and 
ensures they function correctly [2]. 
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The lexical component appears to be the most interesting area of computer 
applications. That is because the lexicon involves a tertiary structure in which the 
following types of facts are represented: data (which is expressed by lists of words), 
information (which is obtained from the network of word relations) and knowledge 
(which is expressed by the concepts implied in the defmitions) [3]. Some of that lexical 
structure is phonetic, some syntactic, some semantic. 

There is a general consensus among scholars involved in natural language 
processing that the computational lexicon is a fundamental element in building computer 
systems in various areas of application. Examples of such areas include information 
retrieval, natural language front ends, text understanding, text generation, machine 
translation, and speech synthesis. 

The set of tokens in a lexicon is not a list of isolated words, each is standing on its 
own; rather, one can say, it is a complex structure of lexical, semantic, and pragmatic 
inter-relations. An emerging line of research and development in recent years has 
focused on this major feature of the lexicon and how the relational database approach 
can be used in the construction of computational lexicons. Mel'cuk's new ideas of what 
he called an explanatory combinatorial dictionary (ECD) [4] and lexical functions (LFs) 
[5] have given a momentum to this research direction. A number of researchers [6-8] 
have added, or suggested modifications, to the taxonomy proposed by Zholkovsky and 
Mel'cuk. 

ECD is assumed to give detailed information on any lexical unit and its 
relationships with other words. Mel'cuk maintains that this kind of information is just 
what a computer needs for NLP systems. On the other hand, LFs are a set of formal tools 
designed to describe, in a fully systematic and compact way, all types of genuine 
relations that obtain between lexical units (LVs) of any language. LFs have been 
grouped under a dichotomy of paradigmatic vs. syntagmatic relations. The first category 
subsumes all contrast and substitution relations that may hold between LVs in specific 
contexts, while the second holds between LVs that can appear together (i.e., co-occur) in 
the same phrase [9]. 

The last twenty-five years have seen a number of relational models in linguistics, 
psychology, and anthropology. The well-known psycho-linguist George Miller, for 
instance, has viewed the lexicon as a large matrix with all the words in a language along 
the top of the matrix and all the different meanings, those words can express, down the 
side. The matrix can be accessed from both sides. Relations between forms and 
meanings are represented as many: many mapping [I]. Computational linguists were 
quick to apply these theoretical models in various areas of natural language processing, 
such as question answering systems, machine translation, text generation and automatic 
paraphrase [10]. 
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The utility, potential and real, of machine-readable dictionary (MRD) sources to 
most areas of natural language processing (NLP) is beyond question. Generating word 
lists, deriving semantic taxonomies of various types, providing browsing functionality, 
parsing of dictionary defmitions, semantic analysis and processing, and text generation 
are examples of the areas wherein lexical databases have been utilized [2). Applying the 
relational database approach to the design and construction of a lexicon makes it 
possible to extract completely different types of information (Le., structured in several 
ways and at various levels) from the sarne basic data. By using a large number of 
secondary or alternate keys, all the relevant attributes can be directly accessed by many 
search keys [II, 12). 

A great number of experimental lexical databases have been developed and 
tested. For many, data was extracted from commercial MRDs [13), such as Longman, 
Webster, and Oxford, while for others data was compiled and entered by manual or text 
parsing techniques. Their different computational orientations have lead to differences in 
their range of application, content, and structure. Many of the popular general-reference 
dictionaries (such as those mentioned above) have been converted into on-line database 
systems [14) and some have also become available through the Internet. 

2. Related Work 

While most people agree that the availability of well-formed computational 
lexicon is a prerequisite for any successful natural langnage processing (NLP) system, 
very little research has been carried out in the field of Arabic computational 
lexicography. Most of the work in this area has been a side effect of developing 
experimental NLP or developing commercial software for word processing. 

On theoretical foundation side, Ali [3) presented a model for building an Arabic 
lexical information system. His study provides a comprehensive discussion of all the 
aspects and the problems to be considered in designing such a system. The whole review 
is based on the idea that the lexicon is viewed as a complex system in which all 
linguistic knowledge is made available. This idea contrasts with that of Hassan [15) who 
believes that the lexicon does not contain a network of natural relationships and its 
contents cannot be represented in a tabular form, therefore we cannot consider it as a 
system. 

Ali views the lexical database as having a set of five basic files to be supported by 
four lists. The files represent irregnlar plurals, semantic features, semantic domains, 
word defmitions, and grammatical categories, while the lists consist of root 
morphological forms, trilateral infmitives, exceptional cases, and semantic relations of 
multi-word entries. 
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Another conceptual model of an Arabic lexical knowledge-base was also reported 
by Hashish [16]. He viewed the database as a set of nodes and links along with a set of 
selected features working together with the augmented known Arabic rules for the 
conjugation and derivation of all words in the deep form and the lexical rules for 
obtaining the surface (written) forms. According to Hashish, the database should be 
composed of five files, each of which represents one of the Arabic root categories. 

On the practical side, a number of researchers have reported various 
implementations of Arabic computational lexicons. But, the majority were designed as 
part of lexical orland syntactic analysis systems and did not incorporate anything more 
than the minimum of information required to perform the intended NLP task. Very few 
of the implementations were addressed from a database perspective. In the following 
paragraphs, we review the major efforts in this regard. 

Shalabi [17] reports that, in the course of developing, what he calls, an automatic 
parser for AI-Alamiah software company (Sakhr), a lexical relational database 
containing 170,000 entries (stems) was built. He claims that the database includes all 
linguistic information (morphological, lexical, and semantic) for all Arabic words. The 
approach taken in this system seems to differ from that reported by Info Arab software 
company which designed a lexical system, called Abjad-Hawaz. It has been reported 
[18] that the lexicon includes about seven million Arabic words. 

AI-Hannash [19], has also worked on a lexical database as part of a research 
program for Arabic language processing at the Center for Informatics and Computer 
Arabization in Morroco. The database contains about 45,000 simple entries and about 
30,000 multi-word entries. 

Another lexical database subsystem has been reported by AI-Hafez and his 
colleagues [20]. They have described a knowledge-based lexicon as part of an 
undergoing project for a comprehensive Arabic NLP system. The lexicon is divided into 
two aspects: morphological and semantic. Detailed information is incorporated about 
each word, such as its grammatical categories, gender, number, case, and affixes. The 
word meaning is represented by a combination of semantic aspects, including primitives, 
features, fields, domains, and rules of disambiguation. 

Ditters [21] has been wotking on a project for automatic syntactic analysis of 
modem standard Arabic (called ASCAMSA). He presents a set of basic formal rules for 
describing entries in an Arabic lexicon. The lexicon consists of 7,000 entries of 
consonantal roots in the first stem active voice. The general form of a lexical verb entry 
is as follows: VP 3LEX (rl, r2, r3, complementation, vowelpast, vowelpresent, 
infmitive ). 
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Hamrouri [22] presented a case for compressing lexical data using the primitive 
morphological properties of Arabic words. His results indicate that the current methods 
for storing the lexicon are not optimal and can be compressed by applying compression 
techniques to word affixes. 

Ben Ahmed and Zriqui [23] have examined the possibility of generating a 
theoretical trilateral lexicon using the morphemic structure combination (MSC) method. 
Their results show that the five rules used in the generation process did not prove to be 
adequate for acceptable, error-free and usable trilateral roots. Their approach seems to be 
similar to that adopted by AI-Fedaghi and Yaseen [24] who report that their experiments 
resulted in 96.9% success in generating correct Arabic words. A rather different 
approach has been reported by AI-Jabri and Mellish [25], who have used semantic 
descriptions on the basis of standard Arabic morphological forms to generate Arabic 
words. No results have been reported so far. 

This paper describes a methodology for constructing and structuring a relational 
Arabic lexical database. It also presents the problems encountered in developing an 
experimental system which has been implemented using Microsoft Access database 
management system. The system incorporated a sample of about one thousand lexical 
items selected from one of the most commonly used modern printed Arabic dictionaries 

(i.e., Intermediary Dictionary)' 

3. Lexical Entities and Attributes 

There is no consensus among scholars working in the area of computational 
linguistics regarding the nature of lexical entities that should be included in a lexicon. 
The simplest notion of a lexicon holds that it is a collection of words, with associated 
information about them [I, p.32]. But, what is it we mean by "word" ? Is it a concept, a 
single orthographic representation, or a morpheme (bound or free)? 

In addition, lexical units are often not just single word items. Many words, in 
some languages, are morphologically complex forms and some phrases of the type we 
encounter in printed dictionaries (like idiomatic expressions) are treated as multi-word 
lexical units. Complex forms are rarely used and represented in Arabic dictionaries. For 
instance, a dictionary of modern Arabic, containing about 54,000 entries, has been 
examined to count the number of multi-word entries. The result showed that the number 
of such lexical units did not exceed 168 entries. 
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This is a very small number when compared with number of idiomatic 
expressions reported by AI-Hannash [26]. He claims that the number goes beyond 
30,000 entries (out of the 75,000 entries in his database) which would represent about 
40% of the Arabic lexical database. He based his work with these expressions on the 
assumption that Arabic words assume different meanings in different contexts. 

The other issue raised, in this regard, is how comprehensive the lexicon should be 
in terms of derivatives? Some researchers maintain that it is a matter of personal taste 
how far the lexicon should include regular derivations (e.g., weakness from weak), 
morphological forms (such as plurals), and other computable word forms as separate 
entries rather than leaving them to be computed [27]. Others believe that the lexicon may 
not include entries for some derived words whose behavior is predictable on the basis of 
morphological rules [2]. 

Another question that should be addressed in this regard concerns the details that 
should be included under each lexical entry. A criticism that is always raised against 
classical Arabic dictionaries is the lack of consistency and acceptable level of 
details.[28] As Hassan indicates, the lexicon must include the following types of data: 
pronunciation, spelling, morphology, orthographic variations, derivation, meanings, 
examples, and usage [IS]. 

One of the problems to be considered is that of orthographic resemblance (like 
lead and lead in English) - what looks identical, in the absence of diacritics, may 
represent different types of information. A given nondiacritized Arabic word (such as a 

word composed of "meem + noon"') could be treated sometimes as a verb, a noun, a 

relative pronoun, or a particle. But, there are not many words in Arabic of this category. 
Contrary to English, which depends on the context to determine a given word's classes, 
words in Arabic assume independent meaningful entities both inside and outside context. 

The vocalized word "Rajol'" for instance, is always classified as a noun regardless of 

any context in which it could appear [29]. 

For the purpose of the present research study, we viewed a lexical unit as having 
five major aspects: an orthographic form (which specifies the presence or absence of 
diacritical marks), a morphological base (which specifies the root, the derivation form 
which is known in Arabic as "wazn", the infmitive, and the tense form), a function 
(which specifies its role in terms of part of speech and class), a meaning or set of 

2 Word with diacritics:\; .. ,w-J1,uM0-". 

3 Word: ·J:t..3 means "a man". 
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meanings (which specifies its lexical and functional content along with fields of 
application and examples of usage), and a cross reference aspect (which specifies its 
relationships with other lexical units and its different orthographic variations, if any). 
Fig. I presents these aspects and their various components. 

Traditionally, Arabic lexical units are classified into three categories which are 
the basic building blocks of a lexical database: verbs, nouns, and particles. Based on the 
general lexical structure presented in Fig. I a feature analysis was carried out to identify 
the attributes that should be considered for inclusion in the proposed lexical database. 

Figs (2 - 4) and appendices (I - 3) present the results of this analysis.' 

(Vocalized I (Root Ipart ofspeech (leXiCa] M. ILeXicai rei. 

(Non vocalized (Fonn (Word class (Function. M. IOrthOg. var. 

(Infinitive (ExamPle 

ITense fonn IUsage field 

Fig. 1. Arabic lexical uDlt structure. 

~ The abbreviations in Figures 1-4 are read as follows:M::::Meaning, Rel=Relation, Orthog=Orthograhic, 
Var-Variation. Refer-Reference. Voc=VocaJized. Lex=Lexical, Func=Functional, lot=lntransitive, 

Neut=Neuttal 
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Non-voc. Conn ) TransitivelInt. 

SoundlWeak 

Root category ) 

Static/Dynamic 

Aplastic/Augmented 

Lex. meaning 

Lex. meaning 

x. meamng 

Func. meaning 

unc. meanmg 

nco meanlOg 

Fig. 1. Arabic verbalattribute5 structure', 

As Fig. 2 shows, a lexical database should include about nineteen attributes, some of 
which are aggregates (such as meanings, examples, ... etc.). Using the lexical structure of 
Fig. I, these attributes are grouped in five categories as follows: 

a. Form attributes: vocalized form, and non-vocalized form. 
b. Functional attributes: functional category and lexical class, in terms of 

transitivity (transitive or intransitive), transformation (sound or week), root 
category, static or dynamic, aplastic or augmented. A taxonomy of verbal 
classes is given in Appendix (I). 

5 Vocalized I Nonvocalized (J~ ~ .) J~), transitive or intransitive (IJ~ Y.F- J1 r..j~), sound 

or week (J;... ~1 ~). static or dynamic (.;;.:.. ). ".~). aplastic or augmented ("''''';' ~1 >.-). 
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c. Morphological attributes: tense modes (past, present, and imperative), form, 
root, and infinitive. 

d. Meaning attributes: lexical meanings, functional meanings, domains of 
application, and examples of usage. 

e. Lexical relations. 

As Fig. 3 indicates, the noun lexical unit involves nineteen major attributes. Many 
of them are similar to those found in the analysis of verbal features such as the 
orthographic forms and variations, meanings, and domains of usage. The other attributes 
are unique to the nominal lexical unit, including gender, number, and the various lexical 
classes. As in the case of verbal lexical units, an attempt was made to devise a nominal 
taxonomy in order to direct the process of assigning values to nominal lexical classes 
(see Appendix 2). 

( Non-voc. form SolidlSh<>rtenedi MasculinelFeminine 
ProlongedlDefective 

Vocalized form Proper/Generic 

Fonn Concrete! AbstractlNeut. ) 
Root PrirnitivelDerivative 

Gender ( Adjective/Substantive ) 
Number 

Aplastic! Augmented 

Orthographic var. 

~ 
Lex. meaning) 

:Co" ::"':':O.J 
_ Le<. INamng ) 

~-'Do~m-817'n-~) 

:::::::::;"==)1J~~Fu~nc:.:m:ean:i~~=1 
t Lexic>l reI. f 

::~:;;I:.L ) 

t Example ) 
-'L:""":""";:"-c -I) 
~--~) 

Fig.3. Arabic oomioal attributes structure'. 

6 proper I generic (~.11 ~). concrete I abstract! neutral ( r\.....c. .1\ .~.1\ • ...:..1.::1 ~). solid I shortened I 

prolonged I defective (~fo.o). '.l~.1l • .; ......... ) 'Ji.~1 c"p-), primitive I derivative (~ .11 .l.o4-), adjective I 

substantive (~""'.J'" .11 .u...). 
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It is important to note here that there is no consensus among Arab grammarians 
as to what comes under a lexical taxonomy. Because the same lexical unit assumes 
different lexical and functional roles, it is classified under different categories. In some 
cases, the same category is treated differently by different grammarians. This represents 
a problem that has to be addressed in the design of a relational lexical database. The 
taxonomies provided at the end of this paper were intended to address such a problem. 

However, such taxonomies are hierarchical in nature. This might lead to 
functional transitive dependencies between different classes. This represents another 
problem that had to be considered in the design of the lexical database. In the relational 
database theory, non-key attributes are assumed to be mutually independent and fully 
dependent on the primary key. The existence of such Iransiti ve dependencies between 
attributes implies that an attribute cannot be updated independently of all the rest [30]. 
This special nature of lexical data has led some researchers in the field to advocate the 
idea of having a dedicated database management system for lexical databases [31]. 

The simplest of the three lexical units is the particle. As we consider the analysis 
of its attributes as shown in Fig. 4 and Appendix (3), we find that, one of the five major 
features represented in Fig.1 (i.e., the morphological base) does not exist in the case of 
particles and only the functional meanings are present in the list of features. As in the 
case of verbal and nominal lexical units, the taxonomy presented in Appendix (3) was 
intended to identify the values that could be assigned to the lexical and functional 
particle classes and roles. 

( Non-voc. form ActivelInactive ) 
Vocalized form Originallfransfonned ) 

Size Separate! Attached 

LexicallGrammaticall 
Functional 

f Lexical rei. ) 

_ ;:;:;;:~. :J 
) 

~ Example ) (:. Func. meaning) 

;;:;;rt j I ::;";.;~:;:g j 

Fig.4. Arabic particle attributes structure'. 

1 active I inactive (u..U:. JF JI u..~), original I transfonned (U"-""",",.) ~1), separate I attached (:iJ....'i.,,) .u.....i.4). 
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4. Lexical Relational Structure 

Having identified the lexical entities and their attributes, as described in the 
previous section, the next step was to identity the lexical database relations and the 
relationships between various relational entities. What follows is a list of the relational 
tables that were included in the design of the lexical database, along with their formal 
defmitions. (Note that the abbreviation Voc = Vocalized, Cat = Category, Intran = 
Intransitive). 

• .Words {/Von-Voc-Word. Part-of-Speech, Reference-Exists] 
• Roots {Voc-Root. Non-Voc-Root, Category] 
• Forms {Voc-Form. Non-Voc-Form] 
• Infinitives {Non-Voc-Infinitive. Non-Voc-Root, Non-Voc-Form] 
• Cross-References {Voc-Word, Non-Voc-Word, Voc-Cross-Reference] 
• Verbs {Voc-Verb. Non-Voc-Verb, Past, Present, Imperative, Voc-Form, Voc-Root, 

Transitive-Intran-Cat, Transitive-Cat, Solid-Weak-Cat, Solid-Cat, Hamzated-Cat, 
Weak-Cat, Root-Cat, Aplastic-Augmented-Cat, Augmented-Cat, Static-Dynamic
Cat, Conceptual-Cat] 

• Nouns {Voc-Noun, Non-Voc-Noun, Voc-Root, Voc-Form, Gender, Number, Proper
Generic-Cat, Generic-Cat, Primitive-Derivative-Cat, Derivative-Cot, Adjective
Cat, Substantive-Cat, Semi-Noun-Cat, Aplastic-Augmented-Cat, Solid-Nonsolid
Cat] 

• Plurals {Voc-Plural, Voc-Noun, Non-Voc-Noun] 
• Particles {Voc-Particle, Non-Voc-Particle, Size, Active-Inactive-Cat, Original

Transformed-Cat, Nominal- Verbal-Cat, Grammatical-Functional-Cat] 
• Meanings {Voc-Word, Non-Voc-Word, Lexical Meaning, Functional Meaning, 

Example, Domain of Usage] 
• Lexical-Functions {Voc-Word, Non-Voc-Word Word-Related-To, Type-of-Lexical

Relation] 

The first relation was intended to act as a comprehensive index for all Arabic 
lexical items included in the database, through which a user can access any given word in 
its non vocalized form. Knowing, through this table, that a lexical item is a verb, a noun, 
or a particle a link can be established with the appropriate relation (i.e., the relation 
Verbs, Nouns, or Particles) where lexical information is located. On the other hand, if 
the user is interested in knowing the meanings of a given word, a link is established with 
the table Meanings through the attribute Non-Voc-Word. 

Other relations that are considered as support tables include: Roots, Forms, 
Infinitives, and Cross-References. Knowing the root of a given word, the user can tell, 
through Roots, to what category it belongs. The table Forms was intended to list all the 
Arabic morphological forms, with and without diacritical marks, so that any form can be 
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traced in the other relations. Roots and morphological forms are also used to access 
infmitives through the table Infinitives. As of the table Cross-References, its purpose is to 
refer to other orthographic or lexical variations. 

The purpose of the other relational tables is to provide complete lexical and 
semantic information about words. Such information is found in the following relations: 
Verbs, Nouns, Particles, Plurals, Meanings, and Lexical-Functions. The last is supposed 
to maintain links between related lexical items. 

N Infmitive 

Fig. 5. Relationships betwun lexical entities in the database. 

Lexical 
Relation 

Plural 

Relationships between the various entities are presented in Fig. 5. As this figure 
shows, the entity "word' is related to the entities "Verb, Noun, and Particle" with a one
to-one IS-A relationship, while the rest of connections between entities are represented by 
one-to-many and HAS-A relationships. These relationships are maintained in the tables 
through the non-vocalized form of the given words. For instance, a word from the table 
"Words" could be accessed in the table "Verbs" or "Nouns" or "Particles" using the 
attribute "Non-Voc-Word'. The same also applies to other tables, where the primary key 
could be the vocalized form. 

The fact that the non-vocalized form of words was used in the table "Words" as a 
primary key whereas the vocalized form was used as primary key in other relations is to 
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allow the normal user to access any word in the database through the table "Words" 
without the need to worry about diacritical marks. Even people with solid background in 
vocalization might have access problems when different levels of vocalization is applied 
for different words. But, while the non-vocalized form is more efficient in terms of 
access, it fails to provide a unique primary key for storing Arabic words. It was, 
therefore, necessary in the design of the lexical database to use the vocalized form as a 
primary key in the relations: "Verbs, Nouns, Particles, and Plurals", with the non
vocalized form being used as a secondary key. 

As of the last two relations (i.e., Meanings and Lexical-Functions), no primary key 
was used due to the fact that access to these functions is dependent on the other relations 
(Le., Words, Verbs, Nouns, and Particles) which are related to these two entities b~e
to-many relationship. The user can access the two relations in one of two ways:/ 

(a) either access the table "Words" then use the key "Non-Voc-Wortf' to the required 
meanings/lexical functions, or 

(b) initially access the given word in "verbs/Nouns/Particles" then use the key 
represented by the vocalized form to access its meanings/lexical functions. 

As an example of how these relational tables are used, let us assume that a user 

submits a query relating to the word "JjL.." ("menzif' = "a house"). At first, by accessing 
the table "Words" we find that this word belongs to the nouns category (Le., Part-Of
Speech = "N"). An access link is then established with the table "NOun" through which 
we can retrieve most of the features of the word, including its vocalization. If the list of 
meanings is required by the user, the access mechanism will lead us to the table 
"Meanings" using the vocalized form of the given word. The retrieval navigation process 
continues as long as there is more information requested by the user of the database. 

5. Database Implementation 

The ideas presented in this paper were tested using a sample of about one 
thousand lexical items (representing 300 root entries) which were chosen from the 
Arabic "Intermediary Dictionary". The dictionary follows an old Arabic tradition of 
grouping words under their roots. Each entry was analyzed in terms of the lexical items 
included along with their associated attributes and inter-relationships. The analysis also 
involved the checking of orthographic variations, homonyms, synonyms, irregular forms, 
and various inflections. 

Although, the listing of entries and their derivatives in the dictionary follow a 
predetermined order, the information given under each head-word (be it a direct entry or 
a sub-entry) presented a real challenge in the development of the prototype lexical 
database. Differences in the design philosophy between the printed dictionary form and 
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the lexical daIabase form posed several problems which can be summarized in the 
following paragraphs. One could assume that the design orientations of both forms share 
the lemma through which all (or most) of the inflected word forms are grouped together 
or related in some way to maintain the morphological relations. But, in a lexical database, 
more emphasis is directed towards the macrostructure of the lexicon along with the 
access mechanism by which every lexical entity can be equally accessible. 

S.I Qualifying phrases 
At first sight, one might be likely to think of words in the dictionary of a given 

language as being independent distinct lexical entities. Once you consider how these 
words are represented in the dictionary, it turns out that this is not true. A great number of 
the lexical entries in the Arabic dictionary, especially in the case of verbs, are qualified 
by context information such as agents, subjects, or other qualifying phrases as in the 
following examples (quoted from the Intermediary Dictionary) . 

................ :fw'!1 (~) 

......... : ....... )1 .;,. ( • ..wll) 

.................. :4h, (.u.t..) 

. ............. : ""WI.)! (Ui..) 

.............•. :.t....II (w..,J....i) 

............. :.)"'11.;,. (..,......1) 

............... :"".,iII.) (.l....) 

..... :~ .) ""WlI (~) 

In developing the database, the lexical tokens (designated in the dictionary as 
head-words) were considered the building blocks of all tables, regardless of the 
qualifying phrases associated with them. Such context information was treated as part of 
the list of meanings rather than the primary or secondary key information. It follows that 

head-words such as "u~l" ("amtaref' = "it rained") or .. "........ll:.lA" ("matalahu" = "he 
procrastinated"), which are given in a form that conforms with the qualifying phrases, 

would be included in the database access keys as: "..,J....I" or "J.\,L." instead. 

S.2 The definite article "al" <Jh 
To be consistent with their definitions, almost all nominal entries in the Arabic 

dictionary are listed in the definite case. Consider, for instance, the following two items 
(Ual·maheed' and "al-mehr"): 

.• 1-,,"1 JI,.., :(.;t-JI) . ..,..!WI "')\ :(ljo-oll) 
Since words are ordered according to their roots, this practice does not affect the 
efficiency of access to any given word. Even in the case of non-derived words which are 
listed in their proper alphabetical positions (or in the case where the alphabetical order is 
strictly applied regardless of root affiliation), the definite article is ignored when entries 
are sorted. 
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This is not the true in the case of lexical databases where a strict alphabetical order 
is maintained using one of the well-known sorting algorithms. As a result, all nouns 
would be expected to cluster in one area, which would lead, in turn, to significant 
deterioration in efficiency of both sorting and access. 

Therefore, it was decided in implementing the database to remove "al" from all 
lexical entries. Meanwhile, consistency between these entries and their definitions was 
maintained by repeating the full word (Le., with "af') in the definitions as follows 
("mehr' and "maheelf'): 

5.3 Completeness of information 
There is a great difference between a manual dictionary and the lexical database, 

as described here, in terms of the kind of information that ought to be included. Some 
information that might be viewed by dictionary compilers as irrelevant or easy to deduce 
by users (on the assumption that they already know the morphological rules) must not be 
viewed so by designers of lexical database. For instance, a dictionary might not include 
the plural of 8 word like ".t.....,>l.ot" ("medl'asah" = "8 schoo}"), or "t.....4-." (''jam; 'ah" = "8 

university") on the assumption that all speakers of the language would know their plurals. 

As one exposes this assumption to testing, it turns out thaI the normal user of 
manual dictionaries might not be able to tell a lot of what would be considered default 
information. For this reason and for computational linguistic reasons, the proposed lexical 
database model, described in this paper, is based on the assumption that the information 
given about any lexical item must possess a high level of completeness. 

As we started implementing the lexical database using the printed dictionary, 
described above, a great amount of the information required by the design was not 
available. Therefore, it was important to check other dictionaries (which helped in some 
cases) and to apply the rules of morphology (wherever necessary) to complete the 
missing information. Based on the experience gained from this project, one can assume 
that almost about one third of the amount of information stored in the database came from 
supplementary sources. 

5.4 Semantic knowledge 
Although the prototype system described in this paper was not intended to be a 

lexical knowledge base, including semantic knowledge was assumed to be an inevitable 
part of any lexical database. Such knowledge was incorporated in the system under a 
number of entities ( particularly the attributes relating to lexical classes, meanings, and 
lexical functions). The task of including semantic information was one of the most 
problematic issues in developing the lexical database. Not only because such information 
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is severely scarce in dictionaries, but also because this information has been rarely a 
major concern in the study of the Arabic lexicon. 

There are, of course, some sources [32-34] that can be used for this purpose 
besides what is included in dictionaries, but the job of locating semantic information and 
developing semantic relations is a very tedious one. In many cases, this information has 
to be deduced from whatever data available in dictionaries or other sources. This means 
that language expertise would be important to tell what semantic content a given lexical 
token might convey. 

The word taxonomies presented at the end of the paper were intended to provide a 
framework for assigning semantic values and maintaining semantic and lexical 
relationships between related lexical items. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper presents a model for storing and retrieving Arabic lexical information 
based on the database relational approach. While this idea is not new in the field of 
natural language processing and information retrieval, most of the researchers who have 
investigated the issue of designing an Arabic lexical database directed most of their focus 
on the theoretical aspects of the SUbject. Instead, the research reported in this paper, paid 
more attention to the real practical problems of designing and implementing a relational 
lexical database. 

The analysis of entities was based on the traditional paradigm of categorizing 
Arabic words into verbs, nouns and particles. An attempt was made to present each 
category in the form of a taxonomy. Attributes, on the other hand, were also categorized 
into five groups: form attributes ( vocalized form, and non-vocalized form), 
morphological attributes (tense modes: form, root, and infmitive), functional attributes (in 
terms of transitivity, transformation, root category, static or dynamic, aplastic or 
augmented), meaning attributes (lexical meanings, functional meanings, domains of 
application, and examples of usage), and lexical relations. 

Based on this analysis, eleven database relations were identified which formed the 
backbone of an Arabic lexical database, including: words, roots, forms, infinitives, verbs, 
nouns, plurals, particles, meanings, lexical functions, and cross-references. 

The design ideas discussed in this paper were tested using a sample of lexical 
items selected from a modern printed dictionary. The results indicate that the relational 
approach provides an efficient method for storing and retrieving Arabic lexical 
information. It should be mentioned, however, that several problems were encountered 
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when the printed data was translated into a database form. Some of these problems are 
inherent in the Arabic lexicon itself, while others are due to the way by which lexical 
information is presented by paper-based dictionaries. 

Some of the major problems encountered evolved around the following issues: 
making distinction between a word with diacritical marks and without for the purpose of 
facilitating access to data, dealing with transitive dependencies in presenting functional 
classes, handling qualifYing phrases and the defmite article used traditionally in the 
printed dictionary, and maintaining the completeness oT lexical and semantic data as 
required by the database model being suggested and tested. 
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APPENDIX I: A TAXONOMY OF ARABIC VERBAL CLASSES 

Functional categories 

Transitive 

Intransitive 

Trans.+Intrans. 

V.orsense 
Doubly transitive ~
causative 

Tripply transitive V.ofheart 

-f 
Solid 

Sound \lam7ated 

Doubled 

Weak Hollow 

-E
lniti81 

Medial 
Final 

{

Assimilated 

Defective -C 1 st+Last 

Doubly weak 2nd+Last 
Aplastic 

---E 
I letter 

Augmented 2 letters 

Trilitera1 

Quadriliteral 

TetraJiteral 

Past 

Present 

Imperative 

3 letters 

Static 

Dynamic 

Active 

L---------L_Passive 

Transmutative V. 

V.ofpraise 

V. of appropinquation 

V.ofblame 

V.ofbeginning 

Factitive V. 

V. of superiority 

V. of preponderance 

V. of certainty 

V. Qfwonder 

V.ofdoubt 
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APPENDIX 2: A TAXONOMY OF ARABIC NOMINAL CUSSES 

Generic noun 
-[

Concrete 

Abstnl<:t 

Proper noun 

Deverbal 
Infinitive noun 

Primitive 
Denominative Noun of Place 

Derivative Noun of number 

Adjective 
Noun of instrument 

Aplastic 

Substantive -----,.----- Active participle 

Augmented 
Solid Passiw: participle 

Shortened 
Masculine 

Assimilated adj. 

Prolonged Intensive noun 
Feminine 

Defective Relative noun 
Neutral 

Diminutive noun 

Superlative noun 

Epithetic infinitive 
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APPENDIX 3: A TAXONOMY OF PARTICLE CLASSES 

PARTICLE 

Function 

Introduction .'~ 

Exception .1..ti:O..I 

Restriction .!ll ~ 

Inception Ctd:Wl 

Interrogation rlf.&U 

Futurity~ 

Digression ..,; ~ 

Prevention tUl.oI 

Imperative .>"1 

Original 

-E 
Nominal 

Transformed Verbal Adverbial 

Neutral-C . 
Active Pronommal 

Inactive 

Lexical 
Grammatical 
Semantic 

Negation 
--+-Interrogation 

••. etc. [Tab/e) Separate 

Attached 

Function Function Function 

Stimulation ~ Interpretation ~ Preposition ..Y!-

Attainment J:Ii=o.:i Seperation ~ Response y\» 

Selection ~ Abundance .,;c. Disapproval t.l.J 

Appeal .r-.f> Paucity J,li> Increase • .lI....J 

Comparison ~ Optative .;w Condition ..Ir. ~ 

Conjugation ~..;-:i Premonition ~ Adverb u~ 

Wonder~ Regret ~ Exposition v4~ 

Definition ~ Confirmation .JPy Conjungtion ....&l-

Causation J..1.:i State J... Purpose ~ 

Function 

Oath ,..; 

Source .fo-

Simultaneity ~ 

Lamentation ~ 

Call "I.l.i 

Negation .... 
Prohibition ..,... 
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..,&-~ iJl.o.,l.. 

.J..l ... Sfl f~.J /.!l .r...c11 ~L:.. f ..,.-1,).1 r.p,--i 

.:..t; l"ll ~I; a,,;'; JL,..- <J "" rll U" yWI ..... 1), ..:...,..,JI IlA <J ..:..t .• .:.-.,li ~ 

~ La. J "~WI J,l-''' y j...i rlJ..;.:...~ 4,lillJ1 ui..l>-)I J,l-' <.S? .:...". .<,i')W1 

..,..:WIJ ,<,i\.i::.!.~1 ~WIJ ,~I ~WI :</'J yl> \ ~ J....'.i ,:"U>...r-"- r-'" 

.:..\j~ if) .. ~ ? ..I>-i "".Ii ( 'J,b.:ll IlA Js- i.l,J .l.)l>. 'II ~WI) ,l.)~..ul 
,)).il,1 ,J;W\l1 :~ ,.,.~ ;."..-.. .:..t;l", ;~W <.>pl ,.,...,JI J5:..=.; (.:..t;l"ll ~I; 

.tiJ . .:..~l>.'iIJ ,4,lillJ1 ...;.;\1)1 ,<)WI ,.:..1),\11 'c."";'-I ,.l<-'\l1 ,Jw\ll ,),WI '~I 

~WI..I>-i if lA)l,:>-1 (J;W\l1 if ~ J)l> if ..:...,..,JlllA <J ;,))1 )15:>\11 4.-1), ..:..t 

) y- J')WI c+"1 .:>i "",~I .:..t;l"ll ;~\j Js- ..::....?i ~I y)b.:ll .:.. Ri .ti) .", ....... 1 

.:...;t1i ..... I)..ul .:>i J! ,,<pi ~ .:?J) .l¥J.". ;:.-1) 4,lillJ1 .:..L..,wl J.r::l ;Ut,.; ..,;, 

~ <J ~. ~ . .:..t;l"ll ~I; ........ J! .:..t;l"ll J<Y' = .:..~~I if ""..wI, Y') 

~I ~.".bll r->-WI <J .:..L..,wl J> ~ y j...i cr ~t; ? 'II ~) .......0; ""rll r---ll 

.<,-.r .:..t;l", ~I; ,~'i ~ l...L...i J5:..=.; 


